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BACKGROUND

DESIGN/METHODS

RESULTS/SUMMARY

Individuals with intellectual disabilities are living longer than
ever and age related decline including the rate of dementia
has been increasing in particular in those with Down
syndrome. Dementia present with myriad complex cognitive
and functional difficulties. Dementia manifests differently in
each individual and the rate of decline depends on the level of
intellectual disability prior to dementia onset, the individual’s
cognitive abilities, and the environmental stressors for each
individual Early detection of dementia and timely care
planning are essential for caregivers to effectively support the
needs of this population. However, dementia detection and
appropriate diagnosis remains a challenge for health care
providers and caregivers due to lack of appropriate tools.
Healthcare providers have expressed a need for better
resources to assist them with the care of their patients with
intellectual disabilities and dementia.
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1) To examine the responsiveness of the SAFD when
administered three months apart to individuals with
intellectual disability and dementia; and 2) To assess the
healthcare provider’s perception of clinical utility of the SAFD
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Advisory Panel – 96% agreement on SAFD items, 2 rounds
Usability Survey – 70.5 to 86.5% agreement on usability
Test Retest Reliability – Strong to Moderate
Intraclass Correlation Coefficient of 0.70 to 0.96 for
subscales
• Internal Consistency – Strong
• Cronbach’s alpha 0.80 to 0.95 for subscales
• Standard Error of Measurement -1.55 to 3.80 for
subscales
•
•
•
•

https://www.the-ntg.org/

CONCLUSIONS
Serial Assessment of Function in Dementia

The iteratively developed SAFD tool reliably and
effectively assesses the functional level of people with ID
and diagnosed with dementia
Given time constraints, the SAFD is easily shared with
HCP = effective communication and coordination of care.
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